They play cards there, they munch chocolate bars there, they sip Cokes there. Some go for the music while others seek conversation. That's the way it is in the student lounge where the relaxing atmosphere is a comfortable reprieve from class upstairs. But the throbbing juke box and the clicking vending machines can be as dangerous as they are fun. Take for example the few students last quarter who spent all their time in the lower level while ignoring the student reading room, two floors above. Today, they're no longer around to make use of either room.

Malone Has a Better Idea

"ANTI-WAR PROTESTS ROCK CAMPUSES"

"STUDENTS RIOT OVER NAVY RECRUITERS"

With daily headlines such as these, it is no wonder many college demonstrations are labeled irresponsible. This is not so at neighboring Malone College.

Thirty-five of the school's seniors took their demonstration right to the Washington office of Rep. Frank T. Boy (R-Canton).

The group questioned Bowers as to how they might offset enemy counteracting anti-Vietnam demonstrators and prove to the Hanoi hierarchy that those outbreaks reflect only a minority view.

Their's was a demonstration of responsibility and Rep. Boy was impressed.

Many other protest demonstrators are quickly learning the same reputation as their anti-war foes.

Signs is not all at neighboring Malone College.

Business seniors took their demonstration right to the Washington office of Rep. Frank T. Boy (R-Canton).

The group questioned Bowers as to how they might offset enemy counteracting anti-Vietnam demonstrators and prove to the Hanoi hierarchy that those outbreaks reflect only a minority view.

Their's was a demonstration of responsibility and Rep. Boy was impressed.

The Parking Problem — A Solution?
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W ha t do yo u th in k ab ou t m in i- sk ir ts ?

W o u ld yo u b e lie ve th at th e m o ve "Bo omie an d Cly d e" is sp ir ed it?

And now that it's all the rage, it is called a "Little Orphan An nie" or a "Raggedly Anne" or a "Greek Boy.

Kathleen Phillips does.

A quick glance at her picture reveals what it is really is—curls, lots and lots of curls.

Kathleen offers this advice for girls wishing to duplicate her hair: "Just put your hair out in real small curlers, but it does help if you have naturally curly hair."

TV Viewers Say YES to Greeks

"Do you approve of fratellities?" was the question asked on the January 29 edition of TV-3 Opinion Poll on WKTY-TV. Of those viewers responding, 63% voted yes and 37% no. Breath easy, Greeks. You're safe—at least for now.

The Parking Problem — A Solution?

"No Parking" the signs read, but now they mean even more—like fines and towing charges for those refusing to obey.

Effectve now, illegally parked cars on school grounds will be ticketed by patrolling security officers, according to Director of Affairs Dale Wearstler.

In addition, the cars will be towed away and fines levied by Massillon Municipal Court. The towing charge alone will set back violators at least $7.

Strict enforcement of posted speed limits is also promised during the current crackdown. Cars operated over 15 mph on school property will bring more fines for drivers.

Men on the Street Department

What do you think about mini-skirts?

Scott Doyle: "I don't mind if my girl wears them as long as she covers them around me. I think that mini-skirts provide distractions in class."

Todd Schneider: "That's OK to wear mini-skirts if you have the legs to go with them. However, I don't approve of any girl wearing them."
As I See It

The people of the United States should accept statements made by the government as the truth, or at least be able to realize that if the whole truth is not told, it is very good reason for it not being made public.

Rowles

Wievies are many Falling to the ground swiftly. As the cold, merciless wind pushed it away. Through black branches thereby Separating Leaf-from-leaf, branch-from-branch.

People are many Dying in riot-torn streets swiftly. As the cold, merciless form of Prosperity pushed it away. Through black forms thereby Segregating Each one from the other. And soon the trees were bare Without a sign of spring. And soon the streets were bare Without no sign of...

Carbone Comments:

On Lower Level Living

By Yolanda Carbone

The student lounge closed? Lately, the lounge has looked like a pigsty, if you'll excuse the expression. The floor, covered with spilled drinks, cigarette butts and everyone's garbage, is enough to make a person eat out for lunch.

So the problem? Do they take their "outdoor" and "sweat home" out of the outlet of expression? Perhaps it is a case of individual vs. institution. In a situation such as this, we find an individual regarding the institution as an individual and vice versa.

The average student, who is none of these things, reacts against this "being." He feels that the university (maybe even the world) owes him something because he paid his hard-earned money to come.

Maybe that's not it at all. Maybe the student does not go out of pure laziness but because his personal schoolwork is so difficult. Several times this situation has been witnessed among some students.

At any rate, the lounge is put there for the students' use — not abuse!

It is rumored that the Health Department has threatened to close the lounge — maybe permanently. If so, we are going to let it come to that? Do we want the local headlines to read about the carelessness, the sloppiness, the lack of concern at the Stark County Branch?

A Mount Union College professor asked one of our own in -broad -ca st director about the health department closing the lounge. He couldn't understand how mature adults could act so childish.

Word is already spreading throughout the neighboring communities. We are realizing that corrective measures must be taken to prevent such a tragedy. Maybe the administration of the student government should temporarily take over the lounge to show the students aware of the seriousness of the problem. Or perhaps the students might exert a little bit of energy in cleaning the lounge themselves.